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You;
russ@whowhatwhy.org;
russ@russbaker.com

Hi Russ,
Are you (Siobhan) still looking at my case? Aside from the concerns Siobhan has with Rubio's
staff emails, which are important points to be aware of, more concerning is the very likely role
of the FBI in covering this up, if not perpetrators. I gave her some more information (below),
regarding when I was up North and went to Senator Nelson's DC office. Senator Nelson is the
person I originally reached out to. That office ended up referring me to Rubio (for all the
"good" that did).
Aside from my co-worker at UM Susanna Arias Morales' pointed comment to me that she had a
relative in the FBI, I have not received one call back from them about these horrid,
documented, concerns (the 40 pages are quite scary). While at Senator Nelson's office in DC
there was obviously an attempt to obfuscate and cover-up by the FBI, and not deal with me. (A
distinct change from initial concern to avoidance during that visit.) I have all my paperwork
from Nelson's offices including more sent to and from his office that day.
Because the nature of the CIA is much more secretive, which should not be allowed, they are
scarier than the FBI in my opinion. I know how you feel about them, and probably the FBI as
well? We have seen what certain employees of the FBI are capable of, in the past with
Cointelpro, more recently with Strzok, Page, etc. I am sure you agree that partisanship by any of
these law enforcement/Intel orgs is very dangerous, regardless of the issue, or side they take
(this time...). Of course the CIA has (still?) the second largest hub (to Langley) at UM. This hell
could also be them. State?? Could be ... the Inspector who wanted an audit (State) -- but that
was quashed... I also have names of the Boynton Police I have spoken/emailed with regarding
the murder of Joan M, who also falsely told me they had done an investigation ... Plenty of
leads --- Who is Arias' FBI relative???
The other concerns are highlighted yellow in the second email from me just below. Patient
protection is another very important issue, and let's not forget the vile threat against me by
Herna... I went into Canada while back up North (MD visits) after the threat, to check my labs
there ... my altered tumor markers and lab forms were reported to oversight agencies
here. Patients MUST have more protections...
Thanks again, Judy
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